List of Professional Talks on CD: August 14, 2009


7. Feb. 23-28, 1968: Talk to students on “The Sexual Revolution” at five California colleges in the Sacramento area: Sacramento State, University of California, Davis, Sacramento City College, American River College, & Sierra College. Program shared with Al Ellis, Norman Corwin, Sidney Harris, and Anson Mount.


11. Feb. 26, 1969: Talk to meeting of Sex Educators at Harding Junior High School in Cedar Rapid, IA on “Sex Education in Public Schools”. *(Favorite CD of Mine)*


16. Sept. 9, 1979: “The Sociology of Heterosexuality and Homosexuality” presented to the Symposium on Child Sexuality in Montreal, Canada held at UQAM.


22. Oct. 18, 1984: Presentation of Burgess award to me by Reuben Hill at NCFR in S.F., CA. (Favorite CD of Mine.)


25. Oct. 12 &15, 1985: My comments at two Reuben Hill Memorials, one at the Mormon church in Crystal, MN and the second at the University of Minnesota.


27. Nov. 22, 1985: “The Sexual Ideologies of Young People” presented at Youth and Sexuality Meeting at UQAM in Montreal, Canada.

28. Dec. 4, 1985: “Blue Ira Blues” Part of the surprise party given me on my 60th BD by the sociology Department at University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. (Favorite CD of Mine)


33. April 20, 1987: “Rethinking Our Sexual Crisis” presented to another professors class at U of MN, Minneapolis, MN

34. Nov. 7, 1987: “America’s Sexual Crisis” presented at SSSS meeting in Atlanta, GA (Favorite CD of Mine)

35. April 13, 1988: “The Next Sexual Revolution” presented to another professors class at the U of MN, Minneapolis, MN

36a. June 23, 1989: KSJN Radio Mid-Day Show on Sexuality in the U.S., Minneapolis, MN


40. Nov. 14, 1998: “Can We Make a Discipline out of sexual Science: How to Proceed.” My presentation of proposal to found a new discipline of Sexual Science at SSSS meeting in LA, CA as part of panel discussion on this topic with S. Sanders, E. Walters, B. Whipple, H. Ruppel, & D. Strassberg. (Favorite CD of Mine)

41. April 10, 2003: “Fantasies and Fallacies in Sexology: An Insider’s View” presented at the Western SSSS in San Jose, CA (Favorite CD of Mine)

42. Nov. 7, 2003: “Just How Scientific Have We Been in the Last Fifty Years” presented at SSSS in San Antonio, TX.


43b. August 13, 2004: Part 2 (Favorite CD of Mine)

A copy of these was sent to the Kinsey Institute Library Archive as part of my collection.